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In sudoku, the puzzle solver is presented with a 9× 9 grid, some of whose cells already

contain a digit between 1 and 9. The puzzle solver must then complete the grid by filling

in the remaining cells such that each row, each column, and each 3× 3 box contains

the numbers from 1 to 9 exactly once. Any valid sudoku puzzle must have exactly one

solution. There are 81 cells in the grid, and in newspapers and magazines, typically

around 25 clues (digits) are provided as the starting point. If too few clues are given, then

there are multiple solutions, i.e., the puzzle becomes invalid. It is natural to ask how many

initial clues are always needed in a valid puzzle. This is known as the minimum number

of clues problem:

What is the smallest number of initial clues that can be provided in

order that a sudoku puzzle has exactly one solution?

There are already valid puzzles known with 17 initial clues. However, nobody has ever

found any valid 16-clue puzzles. By 2005, people first started to conjecture that the

answer to the sudoku minimum number of clues problem was 17. Since that date, we

have performed an exhaustive computer search for a 16-clue sudoku puzzle, and we did

not find one, thereby proving that the answer is indeed 17. All computations necessary

for this project were carried out at ICHEC, the Irish Centre for High-End Computing,

and consumed approximately seven million core hours on the Stokes machine at ICHEC.
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Stokes is an SGI Altix ICE 8200EX cluster with 320 nodes, each node having two Intel

Xeon X5650 (Westmere, 2.67 GHz) hex-core processors and 24 GB of RAM. We started

running compute jobs in January 2011, and finished in December 2011. Please refer to

www.arxiv.org/abs/1201.0749 or dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature.2012.9751 for more in-

formation.

From a mathematical point of view, the obvious follow-up question is: how many 17-

clue sudoku puzzles are there, in total? Performing an exhaustive search to answer this

question would take approximately twenty times the compute time compared to the search

for a 16-clue puzzle. Even if we used the latest Sandy Bridge processors instead of West-

mere, the number of core hours required would still be about ten times greater. However,

at the heart of the software we use for searching a sudoku grid lies a hitting set algorithm
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which we developed specifically for the search for 16-clue sudoku puzzles. When we

designed this algorithm, we did this with a view toward SIMD programming. Therefore,

we expected that our hitting set algorithm had the potential to greatly benefit from the

512-bit vector unit present on each of the many-cores available in the Intel Knights Cor-

ner processor. Indeed, by using the Intel Knights Corner vector instructions, we obtained

a significant improvement compared to running the same algorithm which had already

been highly optimized using SSE
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on a Xeon E5-2660 (Sandy Bridge, 2.2 GHz) CPU,

even though each of the cores of the Intel Knights Corner were running at a lower fre-

quency compared to the frequency of the (eight) Sandy Bridge cores. Porting and tuning

the sudoku analysis code on the Intel Knights Corner processor took us approximately ten

days; however, the very first version was up in running in just two days. The porting work

went very smoothly, and anyone with some amount of familiarity in writing code using

either SSE or AVX on Intel Xeon processors should find the Knights Corner Instruction

set easy to pick up.

With this live demo here at the SGI booth at ISC’12, we are searching sudoku grids

that are known to contain 17-clue puzzles; the puzzles are printed to the screen as they

are found. We are doing this on both on an Intel Sandy Bridge Xeon CPU as well as on

a Intel Knights Corner coprocessor. The visitor can see that after initial porting to the

Intel Knights Corner processor, the sudoku processing rate is already twice the rate of the

Sandy Bridge version with more tuning possible.
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Hitting set problems arise in many areas of science, such as bioinformatics and drug development.

2
AVX would not have helped here, because the sudoku code uses only SIMD integer instructions, which

however will not be expanded to 256 bits until AVX2 (“Haswell”, expected in 2013).


